
DATA-AS-A-SERVICE 



On average, our guests spend about 55
minutes on their Portier devices every day. 

 
 During these 55 minutes, our devices

collect data to help hotels uncover insights
and better understand guest behaviour. 

Guest Personas
 

Guests from different countries behave differently as well. While not
one guest is the same, Portier has collated enough data to group
some of these behaviours together and create Guest Personas. 

 
These data insights, while often intuitive, can also help hotels to

effectively understand when a guest is more receptive and how to
engage those guests. 

Resorts vs. City Hotels
 

Lastly, Portier partners include city and resort hotels. We have
noticed that guests tend to behave differently when they stay in
resorts as compared to staying in a city hotel. Discover some of

these behavioural patterns over the following pages.
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LANGUAGE
CHOICE

Most Portier guests choose English as the default language to operate the
Portier Phone, followed by Simplified Chinese. 

 
To respond to the above, design and plan content using the English language

for a wider outreach, but don't underestimate the value of delivering high-
quality Chinese language experiences!

Japanese guests tend to be shy. More
often than not, a typical Japanese

guest prefers the use of Portier Chat
over the voice calling feature.

JAPAN

RUSSIA
Our Russian guests love to read

about the hotel! 
 

They have the highest click rate for
content about hotel amenities on

our devices out of any group. 



CHINA

3pm to 7pm.

At urban hotels, Chinese
guests consume 42.8% of 

spa content between 

on a Portier Phone. 

Chinese guests are 2X more
likely to to reach out to hotel

staff after reading a push
message received 

At resort hotels, 40.7% of spa
content is consumed from
1pm to 5pm by Chinese

guests



American guests prefers voice
calling over the Portier Chat

when interacting with hotel staff

USA is the most called country
from our Portier devices -

American guests value
international calling

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



SERVICES & AMENITIES

Whilst some groups might not react too enthusiastically to floating
breakfasts or similar initiatives, Chinese guests very much appreciate
such unique experiences, and offerings should be adjusted, in order

to reflect the personalised nature of service.

Chinese guests are the group that value floating breakfasts the most.
They are the highest converting group of hotel guests that take

advantage of hotel offers relating to having their daily breakfast in
the swimming pool. 

 

Floating Breakfasts
 



SERVICES & AMENITIES

Airport transfer bookings receive an average 15% increase when
guests receive a push message on their Portier Phone around 24

hours prior to check-out and departure.

Airport Transfers
 



We can hypothesise that guests staying at
city hotels might eat later in the evening as

they might be out exploring a city. For
hoteliers at city hotels, we recommend

sending dining related content later in the
evening.

Resort guests likely spend more time at the
resort and as a result, they are more likely

to plan for dinner 2 to 4 hours before
dinner time. We recommend that hoteliers
at resort send dining-related content in the

late afternoon.

RESORTS CITY HOTELSV E R S U S

3pm - 7pm 8pm - 12am

SPA

DINING54% of dining related content
was consumed between

30% of dining related content
was consumed between 

40.7% of spa related content
is consumed between

42.8% of spa related content
is consumed between

3pm - 7pm1pm - 5pm

Resort hotels looking to increase spa
bookings might want to send or schedule a
promotional spa message at 2pm, inviting
the guest to enjoy a treatment before they

go to dinner. 

If a city hotel is looking to increase the
number of bookings at its spa, our data

suggests that it is twice as effective to send
a promotional message at 5pm, after the
guest returns from a day of sightseeing.



Dining content is specifically boosted by photography,
especially highlighting the hotel's most popular dishes in a
way that encourages guests to make that extra booking. In
addition to this, dining-related video content presented on
Portier Phones provides a more targeted boost to dining

facilities.

By and large, the most popular hotel services consumed via
Portier Phones are food and beverage related taking into

account anything from in-room dining to special dining
promotions including those during Chinese New Year or

Ramadan, for example.
 



In essence, the above data are only snippets of what we
deliver to hotels in terms of real-time usage. This

empowers hotels to make more intelligent decisions
than they’ve ever been able to make before.

 
Understanding Guest Behavior

 
Think about the value of such data when it comes to

genuinely understanding the behavior of travellers from
all corners of the world - this is where Portier enters the

picture as a differentiator. Portier is the ultimate
solution to better evaluate travellers’ potential for

hotels.
 

Understanding not only why but also when to engage
guests will encourage them to spend additional dollars

at the hotel and ensure sustainable growth for the hotel.
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 Understand your Guests better with Portier
contact@goportier.com


